Abstract. We introduce new motivic invariants of arbitrary varieties over a perfect field. These cohomological invariants take values in the category of 1-motives (considered up to isogeny). The algebraic definition of these invariants presented here proves, up to isogeny, a conjecture of Deligne. Applications include some cases of conjectures of Serre, Katz and Jannsen on the independence of ℓ of parts of theétale cohomology of arbitrary varieties over number fields and finite fields.
0. Introduction P. Deligne conjectured (in 1972) that certain Hodge-theoretic invariants of complex algebraic varieties can be constructed purely algebraically. In this article, we prove his conjecture up to isogeny. The proof allows us to construct similar invariants for arbitrary varieties over perfect fields; we use these new invariants to prove arithmetical results (i.e., for varieties over number fields and finite fields).
The cohomology groups H * (X; Z) of a smooth projective complex variety X are pure Hodge structures. The maximal sub-Hodge structures (of level one) of H i (X; Z) should admit a purely algebraic description; this would be a consequence of the generalized Hodge conjecture [25] . This conjecture is known to be true for i = 1 and i = 2 (see (2) , (4) in 1.3). In general, this conjecture fails for cohomology with integral coefficients [1] ; it is expected to be true for rational coefficients.
The cohomology groups H * (V ; Z) of an arbitrary complex variety V are mixed Hodge structures. Deligne's conjecture ( [12] §10.4.1; see 1.2 for the precise statement) predicts the existence of a purely algebraic description of the mixed Hodge substructures (of level one) of H * (V ; Z). More precisely, it predicts that there exist algebraically defined 1-motives associated with V whose Hodge realization provides these substructures of H * (V ; Z).
Deligne's conjecture can be viewed as a partial counterpart (for arbitrary varieties) of the generalized Hodge conjecture. In fact, for a smooth projective variety, Deligne's conjecture reduces to the known cases of the generalized Hodge conjecture. The mixed Hodge structure H * (V ) is a successive extension of the pure structures Gr i W H * (V ). Deligne's conjecture for V predicts that some of these extensions are also motivic (see 7.2). According to the motivic philosophy, one can attach pure (resp. mixed) motives to smooth proper (resp. arbitrary) varieties. The charm of mixed motives is that they involve nontrivial extensions (the theme of this paper). The Albanese and Picard varieties of smooth projective varieties are the classical examples of pure motives. If abelian varieties are the prototypes of pure motives, one-motives are the prototypes of mixed motives ([16] 1.5). Rosenlicht's generalized Jacobians [39] and J.-P. Serre's generalized Albanese varieties [40] are the classical examples of mixed motives attached to smooth varieties. A generalized Jacobian is a semi-abelian variety (i.e., an extension of an abelian variety by a torus); the generalized Jacobian is never the trivial extension. Rosenlicht's work settles Deligne's conjecture for a smooth curve; Serre's work settles the conjecture for the H 1 of a smooth variety. Deligne's conjecture would generalize these examples by providing mixed motives attached to arbitrary varieties.
Deligne's conjecture has been proved for the first cohomology of any variety ( [12] §10.4, [2] , [37] ) and the second cohomology of a surface ( [6] , [7] ). No general results were known for higher cohomology.
In this paper, we prove that Deligne's conjecture is true for cohomology with rational coefficients, in complete generality. For any variety V over C, we construct (purely algebraically) isogeny 1-motives L n (V ) ⊗ Q which we show (Theorem 5.5) to be isogenous to the Hodge-theoretic 1-motive I n (V ) introduced by Deligne (see 1.2) .
The proof is based on simplicial techniques and the theory of the Picard scheme. The key is the construction in §2 of the Picard scheme of a truncated smooth simplicial scheme; cf. [6] . Indeed, it is truncation that enables us to reduce the conjecture for higher dimensional cohomology to statements involving first and second cohomology (which are mixed in general). One then invokes the known cases of the Hodge conjecture to handle the (graded) pure pieces of these low-dimensional cohomology groups. The extensions, however, are difficult and delicate to handle. The "algebraicity" of these extensions turns out to ultimately rely on the fact that the differentials of the spectral sequence ( [12] 8.1.19.1) are either Gysin maps or induced by simplicial maps. The reason for the entrance of simplicial objects in this context (see 5.1) is the following consequence of H. Hironaka's "resolution of singularities": given any complex variety V , there exists a hypercovering of V by a smooth simplicial scheme. This tells us that it is sufficient to prove Deligne's conjecture for smooth simplicial schemes. Note that Deligne uses simplicial techniques to put mixed Hodge structures on the cohomology H * (V ; Z) of a complex algebraic variety V .
The proof of Deligne's conjecture provides us with motivic invariants (with values in isogeny one-motives) of arbitrary varieties over fields of characteristic zero. It is reasonable to expect these invariants to generalize to perfect fields of positive characteristic if one uses the results of A.J. de Jong [18] (in place of Hironaka). It turns out however that such a generalization is not automatic. The very possibility of a generalization seems (to us) to depend on the validity of the Tate conjecture for divisors. 1 However, we provide an unconditional partial generalization to perfect fields of positive characteristic.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 1, we gather some well known material in a convenient form. The rather formal Sect. 2 contains the algebraic construction of the 1-motives L n (n ≥ 0) for any simplicial pair (1.5.3) in characteristic zero. We also introduce 1-motives J n associated with any simplicial pair; these are useful in §6. The long Sect. 3 proves the "correctness" of the Hodge and De Rham realizations of the 1-motives L n whereas Sect. 4 treats theétale aspects. The main consequence of these two sections is the proof of Conjecture 1.2 (up to isogeny) for a smooth simplicial scheme. Our arguments in Sections 3 and §4 closely follow those of Deligne in his proof for H 1 of a curve ( [12] §10.3).
In Sect. 5 is the (easy) extension to arbitrary varieties in characteristic zero. The partial generalization (using J n ) of these results to perfect fields of arbitrary characteristic is in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, we use these new invariants to provide affirmative answers to questions (posed by J.-P. Serre [42] , N. M. Katz [32] and U. Jannsen [30] ) in the motivic folklore. These concern "independence of ℓ" ofétale cohomology of arbitrary varieties over number fields and finite fields.
Deligne [17] has indicated that our methods do not suffice to prove his conjecture for integral cohomology. The work of H. Gillet -C. Soulé [22] seems to be the most promising tool for this problem.
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We denote Spec k by S. We fix an algebraic closurek and putS := Speck and G := Gal(k/k).
For any set V , Z(V ) is the free abelian group generated by elements of V . All schemes will be supposed to be separated and locally noetherian. For any scheme X over S,X denotes X × SS . π 0 (X) := the set of connected components of X. For any group scheme G, π 0 (G) is also a group scheme. w(X) := the set of irreducible components ofX. W X := theétale group scheme corresponding to the G-module Z w(X) . D X := theétale group scheme corresponding to Z(π 0 (X)). T X := Hom(D X , G m ), the algebraic torus associated with D X .
Review
We give here the precise statement of Deligne's conjecture. We also collect some well known results used in this paper.
1.1. Isogeny 1-motives. A 1-motive M over S consists of a semiabelian variety G over k, a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group B with a structure of a G-module, and a homomorphism u : B → G(k) of G-modules. In particular, if k is algebraically closed, then u is a homomorphism of abelian groups. We write the 1-motive M as [B u − → G]. It is convenient to regard B as anétale group scheme on S.
Let M k denote the category of 1-motives over k. The category of isogeny 1-motives over k is the Q-linear abelian category M k ⊗ Q; it inherits realization functors (Hodge T Z ,étale T ℓ , De Rham T dR ), weight filtration W , and Cartier duality from M k . For 1-motives M, M ′ over a finitely generated field k, the ℓ-adic realization T ℓ (for ℓ = p) induces isomorphisms:
Thus, over a finitely generated field k, T ℓ (M ) determines the isogeny class of M , i.e., determines the isogeny 1-motive M ⊗ Q.
1.2.
The conjecture. In [12] §10.1, Deligne has shown that the Hodge realization T Z embeds M C as a full subcategory of the category of mixed Hodge structures; he has also provided a description of the image of T Z . Namely, he has shown that every torsion-free mixed Hodge structure H (over Z) of the form (ii) The conjecture is vacuous for n > 1+ dim V (see [13] 7.3). (iii) One can generalize the conjecture to simplicial schemes. We prove the analog of this conjecture for rational cohomology, i.e., for the isogeny 1-motives I n (V ) ⊗ Q.
1.3. Divisors on a smooth proper variety. Let X be a smooth proper variety. Recall the classical properties of the Picard variety P ic(X) and the Néron-Severi group N S(X):
, and an exact sequence
where E ♮ denotes the universal additive (or vectorial) extension of P ic(X) (see 1.4.3) .
(iv) an isomorphism of Hodge structures when k = C:
this yields a commutative diagram (vertical maps: GAGA)
(v) For ℓ = p, the "cycle class map" furnishes a G-equivariant inclusion:
numerical and homological equivalence coincide for divisors.
(vi) if k = C, the theorem of Lefschetz-Kodaira-Spencer = the Hodge conjecture for divisors ([16] , p. 143):
(vii) (k finitely generated) the Tate conjecture [43] for divisors asks if
From (vi), one obtains the Theorem 1.4. Let X be a smooth proper scheme over S. The dimension of the Q-vector space
is independent of the imbedding ι : k ֒→ C.
1.4. Representability issues. [5] .
(ii) The proof given in Proposition 17.4 on page III.17-6 of [36] for S f pqc also works for S f ppf .
1.4.2.
Picard functor. Let a : X → S be a smooth proper scheme. Consider the sheaf F 0 := R 0 a * O * (resp. F 1 := R 1 a * O * ) on S f ppf associated with the presheaf V → H 0 (X × S V ; O * ) (resp. H 1 (X × S V ; O * )). We define F 2 to be the sheaf associated with the presheaf V → H 0 (X × S V ; O). Theorem 1.6. The sheaves F 0 , F 1 , and F 2 on S f ppf are representable. In fact, the scheme T X represents F 0 .
Proof. The representability of F 0 and F 2 is rather elementary; see Lemma 10 of §8.2 on page 208 of [5] . Each character of the group D X provides a nonzero function, constant (since X is proper) on each connected component of X, i.e., on each irreducible component of X (since X is smooth). Thus the scheme T X := Hom(D X , G m ) represents F 0 . The representability of F 1 is the Murre-Oort theorem (Theorem 3 on page 211 of §8.2 of [5] ).
The scheme representing F 1 is called the Picard scheme P ic X of X; it classifies isomorphism classes of invertible sheaves on X. It is reduced in characteristic zero but it may not be so in positive characteristic. Its (reduced) neutral component P ic 0 X is the classical Picard variety P ic(X). The Néron-Severi group scheme N S X ( [23] , Remark on page 3) is π 0 (P ic red X ). One views theétale group scheme N S X as being a finitely generated abelian group (N S(X), the usual Néron-Severi group ofX) together with G-action. 
on X. Let F * (resp. F ) be the sheaf on S f ppf associated with the presheaf (
represented by the vectorial scheme Lie E ♮ .
1.5. Simplicial objects. [10] A simplicial object B • in a category C is a sequence of objects B • = {B 0 , B 1 , B 2 , ..., B n , ...}, together with morphisms
for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n satisfying the 1.5.1. Simplicial identities. 
becomes a chain complex of commutative group schemes: it follows from 1.5.1 that δ n δ n+1 = 0. A similar procedure makes a cosimplicial abelian group into a chain complex where now one has the identity δ n+1 δ n = 0. As was pointed out by M. Nori, the cohomology of a truncated scheme X ≥l is the relative cohomology of the pair (in the usual sense) (X • , X <l ). 
with associated low-degree exact sequence
2 (F ). One can calculate similarly the hypercohomology of a complex of sheaves on Z • .
Given a complex of sheaves C • on the truncated scheme Z ≥n−1 , there is a spectral sequence
Considering the sheaf on S f ppf associated with the presheaf V → H * (Z ≥n−1 × S V ; C • ), we obtain an analog of (10) with S f ppf -sheaves as well as the analog of (11):
Given a sheaf F on Z • , the inclusion σ ≥r F ֒→ F on Z • gives us the following exact sequence: (13) here we use the identification H m−r (Z ≥r ; F ) = H m (Z • ; σ ≥r F ). We shall often use this for m = n and r = n − 1, n − 2. This is an easy consequence of the spectral sequence 5.3.3.2 in [12] . 3 
The one-motives L n
We assume k to have characteristic zero. We will construct contravariant functors L n from the category of simplicial pairs over S to M k (for each integer n ≥ 0). Our definition was obtained by a careful analysis of the spectral sequence (8.1.19.1) on page 35 of [12] III. We shall also define an isogeny 1-motive J n ⊗ Q which will be useful for us in §6.
Let us fix a simplicial pair (X • , Y • ) and drop it from the notation: we
The main object necessary forP n is the Picard scheme G ′ n of the truncated simplicial scheme X ≥n−1 . Let a : X • → S, a m : X m → S, and f : X ≥n−1 → S be the structure morphisms. We shall write O * m for O * Xm . 2.1. Construction of P n . We now construct a semiabelian variety P n (isogenous to the requiredP n ). Consider the sheaf R 1 f * O * on S f ppf associated with the presheaf V → H 1 (X ≥n−1 × V ; O * ). Using "filtration bête" σ ≥n−1 ([12] II 1.4.7, p. 21), we may view R 1 f * O * as the sheaf R n a * σ ≥n−1 O * on S f ppf associated with the presheaf: V → H n (X • × V ; σ ≥n−1 O * ). This is just the canonical identification
One has a spectral sequence
of sheaves on S f ppf ; consider the corresponding low-degree exact sequence:
To describe the terms, we set F m = R 0 a m * O * m and Q m = R 1 a m * O * m ; these sheaves on S f ppf are representable (see 1.4.2) . We can now write the terms of (15) explicitly: 
2 ). Their neutral components are T and Q. We can now rewrite (15) as the exact sequence:
• is representable by a locally algebraic group scheme (denoted by G ′ n ). The neutral component of G ′ n is denoted by G n . Proof. The exact sequence (15) gives the short exact sequence
Since Ker(ψ), E is affine, we can apply (ii) of Lemma 1.5.
Since R is an abelian scheme and Q is affine, we have ψ(R) = 0. So R is the connected component of Ker(R ′ ψ − → Q ′ ). Thus we have an exact sequence
Remark 2.5. (i) Recalling the definition of an invertible sheaf on a simplicial scheme [21] , we find that the above proposition (with n = 1) proves the representability of the Picard functor of a simplicial scheme, smooth and proper over S. The scheme G ′ n is the Picard scheme of the truncated simplicial scheme X ≥n−1 ; as such,
(ii) For n = 1, the cocycle condition becomes
; explicitly written, it is the commutativity of the diagram:
The maps d i : X ≥n−1 → X n−2 collectively provide the morphism
Even though this is just the sheaf-theoretic version of (13) for the sheaf O * on X • (with r = n−1 and m = n), let us make the map δ * n−2 explicit. Given an invertible sheaf L on X n−2 , the pull-back
The map (20) , in turn, induces a map N S n−2
Lemma 2.7. There exists a canonical and functorial map ϑ ′ : K → G ′ n which renders commutative the diagram:
Remark 2.8. Before beginning the proof, it might be helpful to consider the case n = 1. As in Remark 2.5, G ′ 1 is the Picard scheme of the simplicial scheme X ≥0 = X • (i.e. no truncation is necessary). There are two maps
Given a divisor E supported on Y 0 which satisfies the condition that δ * 0 E = 0, the lemma claims that there is a natural lifting of the invertible sheaf O(E) on X 0 to the whole simplicial scheme X • . One can make explicit the invertible sheaf on X • obtained by this procedure.
First, the identity δ * 0 E = 0 may be rewritten as d * 0 E = d * 1 E (using the definition of the map δ 0 ). Therefore, one has a canonical isomorphism α E :
The cocycle condition (see (ii) of Remark 2.5) is then a consequence of 1.5.1.
Second, the invertible sheaf obtained on X • for divisors such as E involves only the maps d * j 's (or a mixing of them to get maps such as δ * i ) all of which are part of the simplicial structure of X • . Therefore, the extension (which is what Lemma 2.7 assures) is functorial.
Proof (of Lemma 2.7). Suppose given any simplicial scheme Z • , an invertible sheaf F on Z m and a nowhere vanishing section s of F. Then, it follows from 1.5.1 that the section t :
the set of such sections forms a torsor over H 0 (X n−1 ; O * ). Since Y • is a simplicial divisor, the pull-back δ * n−1 s E is a rational section of δ * O(E) with divisor δ * n−1 E. As E lies in K, we have
is provided by the nowhere vanishing regular section t E := δ * n δ * n−1 s E . Now the rational section s E is a nowhere vanishing section of O(E) on the open subscheme U n−1 . By our first observation applied to the simplicial scheme U • , we have that t E is the identity section of the sheaf O U n+1 . Since t E is regular on X n+1 , we deduce that t E is the identity section of O X n+1 . The map ϑ ′ is defined by E → (O(E), α E ). It is clear that a different choice of s E does not affect the isomorphism class of the pair (O(E), α E ).
Let ϑ be the composite map
This enables us to define a map: 
Since W • is a complex, the image of γ n−3 is contained in K ⊕ N S X n−2 . One checks that the composite map ργ n−3 is zero. Therefore we get a map
the kernel of this composite map is denoted B ′ n . Restricting ρ to B ′ n , we obtain a morphism of group schemes B ′ n φ ′ n −→ P n . Let τ n be the torsion subgroup of B ′ n ; set v n := φ ′ n (τ n ). Replacing B ′ n by B n := B ′ n /τ n and P n bỹ P n := P n /v n , we obtain φ n : B n →P n . (23) 2.3. Functoriality. The 1-motive L n is a contravariant functor for morphisms of simplicial pairs. Let θ be a morphism between two simplicial pairs (X • , Y • ) and (Z • , J • ):
We remark that the complement of J • is I • . Let a : X • → S and b : Z • → S denote the structure morphisms. One gets a map of S f ppf -sheaves
This yields a morphism of the corresponding representing schemes:
The morphisms between the corresponding N S • and W • for these simplicial pairs can be put into the morphism θ * :
Remark 2.10. Let k ′ be an extension of k and write
to be the base change of our simplicial pair from S to S ′ . It is clear from the definitions that
2.4. Another definition of B n . The group B n shows up in a different guise in all the realizations (see §3, §6). We provide an alternate definition of this group so as to ease matters. We define K 0 (resp. M ) to be the kernel (resp. cokernel) of the composite map
N m ) to be the kernel (resp. cokernel) of the map λ m : W Ym → N S Xm . We consider the following commutative diagram:
Let the differentials of A ij be δ (vertical) and d (horizontal). Our complex A i,j falls in Case 3 on page 332 of Chapter XV, §6 [8] . Hence, we get a long exact sequence
Writing this out explicitly, we get
and
We will prove later that the image of d 2 in (24) is torsion (see Remark 3.8). 5 So, modulo finite groups, one has an exact sequence
Since B n = B ′ n /τ n , one has the promised alternate description of B n . Let s n be the torsion subgroup of I n and let u n = φ ′ n (s n ) ⊂ P n . We get a 1-motive
Since the complexes [I n φ ′ n −→ P n ] and J n differ only by torsion, we are allowed to use the first to represent the isogeny 1-motive J n ⊗ Q. A consequence of (26) is the injection J n ⊗ Q ֒→ L n ⊗ Q; it is clear that J n ⊗ Q is contravariant functorial for morphisms of simplicial pairs.
The main theorem
We retain the notations of the previous section but assume that k = C except for 3.5 and 3.3 (where we take k to be any field of characteristic zero).
In this section, we prove Conjecture 1.2 up to isogeny for U • (given by the pair (X • , Y • ) over C) except for the comparison with ℓ-adic cohomology: this will be proved in the next section. We need many auxiliary results.
We begin by reviewing the mixed Hodge structure t n (U • ) (see Conjecture 1.2). By the very definition of T Z L n (see [12] III 10.1.3.1), we can compare the mixed Hodge structures T Z L n and t n (U • ) if we are given a map from t n (U • ) to LieP n (= Lie P n ), the Lie algebra ofP n .
Recall the structure morphisms a : X • → S, f : X ≥n−1 → S. We shall use the following complexes on a (simplicial) smooth projective scheme; the scheme could be either X • , X m or X ≥m . We often omit the subscript from the complex if it is clear from the context which scheme it is on. 
is a direct sum of subquotients of the cohomology of smooth projective varieties. It is well known that the cohomology H * (V ; Q) of a smooth projective variety V is polarizable.
Because of the previous lemma, one can define t n (U • ), the maximal submixed Hodge structure of type ( * ) of H n (U • ; Z(1))/torsion. By [12] III 10.1.3, it corresponds to a 1-motive I n (U • ) over C.
The next lemma summarizes the relationship between the two filtrations (weight and the "bête" σ) on H * (U • ; Q(1)).
Proof. It follows from the definition of the weight filtration ( [20] , p. 55) that the image of
This proves the first equality of (a). The rest of (a) follows from an inspection of the spectral sequence 8. [12] III are those with b = 1 and −a = n − 1 (and r = 0, p = 1,
For (b), we first observe that H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Q(1)) = H n (X • ; σ ≥n−1 Q (1)). Now apply (a) and (13) 
Proof. For any smooth projective variety V over C, there are well known functorial isomorphisms (GAGA)
for i = 0, 1. Apply this to X n−1 and X n and use the low-degree exact sequence (11) for O * on X ≥n−1 and X an ≥n−1 . The same argument applies to O.
Proposition 3.4. One has an isomorphism of mixed Hodge structures
on X an ≥n−1 provides a long exact sequence of cohomology
The first arrow is surjective since exp : C → C * is surjective. It follows that ξ is injective. By Lemma 3.3, we obtain a commutative diagram
where the maps α and β are isomorphisms. Considering G n and β(G n ) instead of G ′ n and H 1 (X an ≥n−1 ; O * ) gives us short exact sequences (i.e. surjectivity on the right). This immediately proves that α 0 is an isomorphism. We shall denote its inverse by ⊞ :
. Let us show that the map ⊞ is compatible with the weight filtrations and the Hodge filtrations.
Consider the sequence (11) for the sheaf Z(1) on X ≥n−1 . For any smooth projective variety V over C, we have T V = H 0 (V an ; O * ). So the exponential sequence on V an gives an isomorphism between H 1 (T V ; Z) and H 0 (V ; Z (1)). Applying these results to X m (m = n − 1, n, n + 1), we obtain the isomorphisms E R; Q) . Consider (19) up to isogeny; it is an exact sequence of isogeny 1-motives. Applying the Hodge realization T Z , we obtain the second row in the the commutative diagram
the first line is the sequence (11) for Q(1); the surjectivity of π follows from the degeneration of the spectral sequence (10) for Q(1) on
The image of τ is W −2 H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Q(1)) (page 55 of [20] ). Since
, we find that ⊞ is compatible with the weight filtration. By the holomorphic Poincaré lemma, we have
. By the definition of the Hodge filtration F ([12] II 3.1.11, III 8.1.8, 8.1.12), we find that F 0 H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Z(1)) ⊗ C is equal to H 0 (X ≥n−1 ; Ω 1 ) := Ker(δ * n−1 : H 0 (X n−1 ; Ω 1 ) → H 0 (X n ; Ω 1 )). We let α : H 1 (R; Z) ⊗ C → Lie R denote the map induced by the inclusion
The Hodge filtration on a 1-motive is completely described by F 0 .
Contemplating the commutative diagram
and applying 1.3 (ii) to X m for m = n−1, n, we obtain that H 0 (X ≥n−1 ; Ω 1 ) = Ker(α). This shows that the map ⊞ is compatible with the Hodge filtrations.
Proof. The scheme (see definition 2.6) P n is the quotient of G n by the image of P ic 0
under the map δ * n−2 . The isogeny P n →P n provides an isomorphism H 1 (P n ; Q) ∼ − → H 1 (P n ; Q). Now use part (b) of Lemma 3.2 together with Lemma 3.3, Proposition 3.4 and the identity (2) for X n−2 .
Therefore, we have already proved the W −1 -part of our first main result: Theorem 3.6. There is a canonical and functorial isogeny of 1-motives over C
i.e., one has an isomorphism of Q-mixed Hodge structures:
Proof. Clear.
Remark 3.8. One consequence of Theorem 3.6 would be an isomorphism 
We shall return to the proof of Theorem 3.6 after a brief digression.
Lemmas about De Rham cohomology.
In this subsection, we let k be any field of characteristic zero. Proposition 3.9. Let g : Z → S be smooth projective, and let V be a strict divisor with normal crossings of Z. Let q :Ṽ → Z be the map from the normalization of V to Z; set s = gq. The sheaf R 0 g * Ω 1 (log V ) on S f ppf is representable by an vector group scheme (denoted C ′ ). 7 Note that the Gysin maps go from H b−2r to H b−2(r−1) and not H b−2(r−2) as given in (loc. cit).
Proof. We obtain from the exact sequence of sheaves
on Z (see [9] (5.1) on page 404) another exact sequence
of Zariski cohomology groups. The identification H 0 (Z; q * OṼ ) = H 0 (Ṽ ; OṼ ) has been used here; the map β sends a divisor to its Chern class (this map is recalled in 3.5). Sheafifying (32) gives us the exact sequence of sheaves on S f ppf :
We know from 1.4.3 (resp. Theorem 1.
) is representable by a vector group scheme. Our claim follows from lemma 1.5.
Corollary 3.10. With notations as in Proposition 3.9, the sheaf
Proof. Since R 0 g * Ω 1 (log V ) is represented by an affine group scheme and R 1 g * O * is representable (Theorem 1.6), one applies lemma 1.5 to the exact sequence of S f ppf sheaves
to obtain the representability of
The proof of the corollary will be complete if we show that the image of the map A ′ → P ic Z contains P ic 0 Z . The composite map γ : P ic 
is representable by a vector group scheme.
Proof. For any sheaf F on X ≥n−1 , the group H 0 (X ≥n−1 ; F ) is defined to be the kernel of δ * n−1 : H 0 (X n−1 ; F ) → H 0 (X n ; F ). Applying this to Ω 1 (log Y ) and sheafifying, we get an exact sequence of S f ppf sheaves
Proposition 3.9 gives us the representability (by vector schemes) of the two sheaves on the right. The representability of R 0 f * Ω 1 (log Y ) follows. (ii) Lie
Proof. The short exact sequence of complexes
gives a long exact sequence
which simplifies to an exact sequence
since β is clearly an isomorphism. Sheafifying (34) on S f ppf , we obtain the exact sequence
By corollary 3.11, R 0 f * Ω 1 (log Y ) is representable by a vector group scheme (in particular, by an affine group scheme), we can apply lemma 1.5 to obtain the representability of R 1 f * Γ * . Part (ii) is clear and it remains to prove part (iii). We only need to show that the image of the map G ♦ n → G ′ n contains G n ; this would follow if we knew that the map Lie G ♦ n → Lie G n is onto. Under the identifications, Lie G ♦ n = H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Γ) and Lie G n = H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; O), we need the surjectivity of the forgetful map H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Γ) → H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; O).
Consider the low-degree exact sequence (11) for each of Γ and O on X ≥n−1 . Since H 0 (X m ; Γ) = H 0 (X m ; O Xm ) for all integers m ≥ 0, we see that E 
We know that, for any abelian scheme A, the Lie algebra Lie A ♮ of the universal additive (= vectorial) extension is canonically isomorphic to H 1 DR (A * ) of the dual abelian variety A * (4.1.4 on page 46 of [33] ). So, the functor ♮ : A → Lie A ♮ from abelian varieties to their universal additive extensions is an exact functor. Write E ♮ m for the Lie algebra of the universal additive extension of P ic 0 Xm (Theorem 1.8).
We have
Recall R from Definition 2.2; by exactness of ♮, we have that E 0,1 2 (Γ 0 ) is the Lie algebra Lie R ♮ . The map whose surjectivity is in question can now be identified as the map Lie R ♮ → Lie R. But this map is clearly surjective. Remark 3.13. (i) Applying Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 3.10 to the strict divisor Y n−2 of X n−2 , we obtain the existence of a group scheme P ic
with H 1 (X n−2 ; Γ * ) as its group of k-rational points. We have a map δ * n−2 : P ic
→ G ♦ n ; the cokernel is defined to be P ♦ n ; it is an additive extension of P ′ n . (ii) The previous proposition (for Γ 0 ) implies that the universal additive extension 
Lemma 3.14. For any integer r ≥ 0, one has
) is defined by the morphism of complexes
Proof. The logarithmic Poincaré lemma applied to X m and X ≥n−1 gives the isomorphism
; Ω(log Y )); here * denotes either m or ≥ n − 1.
The well known result H 1 (V ; Γ) ∼ − → H 1 (V ; Ω(log Y )) (for V = X an ≥n−1 , X an m ) follows from the cohomology sequence of the exact sequence of complexes
From this, we obtain Lie G ♦ n ∼ − → H 1 (U ≥n−1 ; C) and Lie Pic
Thus Lie P ♦ n can be identified as Coker(δ * n−2 : H 1 (U n−2 ; C) → H 1 (U ≥n−1 ; C)). But, by (13) , this last cokernel is σ ≥n−1 H n (U • ; C) . This proves (a). Applying this argument to Ω on X • and using the Poincaré lemma, we obtain (b); the last equality is from Lemma 3.2.
Proof. Let j r : U r ֒→ X r denote the inclusion. The cycle class map and the Gysin sequence [13] 3.3 provide the following commutative diagram (see 2.4):
By [12] 3.2.17, we know that W 0 H 2 (U r ; Q(1)) = j * r (H 2 (X r ; Q(1))). This implies that the (0, 0)-part of H 2 (U r ; Q(1)) is the image under j * r of the (0, 0)-part of H 2 (X r ; Q(1)). Applying (4) to X r , we see that N S(X r ) is the (0, 0)-part of H 2 (X r ; Z(1)). The image of N S(X r ) under j * r is N r . This proves the claim.
The previous lemma provides a map N n−2 ֒→ H 2 (U n−2 ; Z(1)) (with finite kernel). Recall from (2.4) the map δ * : N n−2 → M .
Lemma 3.17. There is a natural commutative diagram
with ψ injective.
provides the exact sequence
) and H 0 (Y r ; Z) = W Yr , we get that H 0 (Y ≥n−1 ; Z) = K. With this identification, the previous sequence becomes the middle row of the commutative diagram (with exact rows)
where we recall that Lie G ′ n = H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; O X ). Therefore,we can identify the bottom right term as M (see 2.4). The meromorphic exponential sequence (37) on X n−2 and X ≥n−1 give us the commutative diagram with exact rows (1)). Therefore, the cokernels of the maps exp in each row inject into the respective H 2 's. The cokernel of the bottom map exp is N S(X n−2 ) and that of the top map exp was identified as M . All these fit into the following commutative diagram (with non-exact rows)
where the rightmost map of each row has finite kernel. can be identified with the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (p, α) where p is a F -torsor and α is a trivialization of the G-torsor dp. This identification is based upon the long exact sequence of cohomology
We apply this to obtain
can be identified with the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (L, α) where L is an O X n−2 -torsor and α is an isomorphism of the invertible sheaf exp(L) with the invertible sheaf O X n−2 (E) (E is a divisor supported on Y n−2 ). Since Aut(L) = C → Aut(exp(L)) = C * is surjective, we obtain that H 1 (U n−2 ; Z(1)) can be identified with pairs (p, d) where p is an isomorphism class of an O X n−2 -torsor, i.e., an element of Lie P ic X n−2 , and d ∈ Ker(λ n−2 ) = V n−2 (see 2.4) defining a divisor concentrated on Y n−2 having exp(p) as image in P ic 0 (X n−2 ).
where L is an isomorphism class of O X ≥n−1 -torsor, i.e., an element of Lie G n , and π ∈ K 0 (see 2.4) defining a divisor concentrated on
(c) From (a) and (b), we obtain that σ ≥n−1 H n (U • ; Z(1)), the cokernel of δ * n−2 : H 1 (U n−2 ; Z(1)) → H 1 (U ≥n−1 ; Z (1)) (see (13)), can be identified with the set of pairs (L, π) modulo (p, α), namely, with pairs (L, κ) where L is an element of Lie P n and κ
Comparing with the definition of T Z ([12] 10.1.3.1), we find an isomorphism
Similarly, the cokernel of δ * n−2 : H 1 (X n−2 ; Z(1)) → H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Z (1)) can be identified with T Z W −1 L n := H 1 (P n ; Z); we have already treated this in Corollary 3.5.
(d) One interprets H 1 (X n−2 ; Γ * ) as the group of isomorphism classes of pairs (L, θ) with L an invertible sheaf on X n−2 and θ an integrable connection on L, holomorphic on U n−2 and allowed to have at most simple poles along Y n−2 (see [34] 2.5, page 364 or 1.5 on page 47 of the article of H. Esnault and E. Viehweg in [38] ) whereby, using "connections = one-forms" dictionary, one can identify θ with an element of H 0 (X n−2 ; Ω 1 (log Y )).
By Remark 3.13, the group P ic
is the Lie algebra of P ic
It is the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (I, θ) where I is an O X n−2 -torsor and θ a connection on I, as before.
(e) One interprets H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Γ * ) as the group of isomorphism classes of pairs (L, ω) with L an invertible sheaf on X ≥n−1 and ω an integrable connection on L, holomorphic on U ≥n−1 and allowed to have atmost simple poles along Y ≥n−1 whereby, using "connections = one-forms" dictionary, one can identify ω with an element of H 0 (X ≥n−1 ; Ω 1 (log Y )). By Proposition 3.12, the group G ♦ n (C) is isomorphic to H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Γ * ). (e') H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Γ) is the Lie algebra of G ♦ n (C). It is the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (L, ω) where L is an O X ≥n−1 -torsor and ω a connection on L as above.
Since H 1 (X ≥n−1 ; Γ) is equal to H n (X • ; σ ≥n−1 Γ), we obtain a description of the latter.
(f) Lemma 3.15 gives us the isomorphism Lie P ♦ n ∼ − → σ ≥n−1 H n (U • ; Γ). By putting together (d') and (e'), we obtain an interpretation of Lie P ♦ n . We leave it to the reader to show that the isomorphism Λ 1 in (c) is an isomorphism of mixed Hodge structures. For instance, the De Rham realization of J n ⊗ Q is Lie P ♦ n .
Remark 3.18. For n = 1, it is a consequence of ([12] 
. . . which can be translated to the following long exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures
From the strictness of the weight filtration [12] 2.3.5, applying 8 W 0 to (38) gives us the exact sequence (modulo finite groups):
where we do not put W 0 in front of the elements of the first term since their weights are non-positive ( [12] 8.1.20 (iii) says that the weights on
We can pull back (39) via the inclusion
discussed in Lemma 3.17. This gives us an exact sequence (defining Υ)
Pulling back (40) via the inclusion of
gives us the exact sequence (modulo finite groups) (41) here we obtain t 2 (U ≥n−2 ) (see Conjecture 1.2) in the middle of (41) because of Lemma 3.16 and the fact that the first term of (41) is of type ( * ). In fact, the first term of (41) is
The first term of (40) (ii) L is an isomorphism class of an O X ≥n−1 -torsor, i.e., an element of Lie G n , and π is an element of (1)).
By (13) applied to U • , we obtain the exact sequence
From this, we deduce that, modulo finite groups, the mixed Hodge structure t n (U • ) is the quotient of t 2 (U ≥n−2 ) by δ * n−3 (t 2 (U n−3 )). Since t 2 (U n−3 ) is the maximal substructure of H 2 (U n−3 ; Z(1)) of type (0, 0), Lemma 3.16 identifies it as N n−3 . Taking into account the alternate description of B n (26), Remark 3.8, and the definition of T Z L n ([12] 10.1.3.1), the above description of t n (U • ) provides an isomorphism Λ :
, modulo finite groups, by virtue of Lemma 3.2), the description in (c) of 3.4.1 says that Λ is compatible with the weight filtration.
We turn to the compatibility with the Hodge filtration. From [12] 10.1.3.1, the map α : T Z L n → Lie P n (used to construct T Z L n ) gives the Hodge filtration. Namely,
Therefore, we obtain
Since t n (U • ) is of type ( * ), we get (see [12] 10.1.3.3) the isomorphism
Lemma 3.15 and (a) of Lemma 3.2 together imply that
Using the definition ([12] II 3.1.11, III 8.1.8, 8.1.12 ) of the Hodge filtration on H * (U • ; C), we deduce that the following diagram commutes
Using these in the following commutative diagram, we find that Λ is compatible with the Hodge filtration as well.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
. More precisely, we have a morphism of complexes
Since the second complex maps to the De Rham complex Ω of V , we obtain a map d log :
Since the range is a k-vector space, we get a map
. This discussion will be used for the schemes X m and X ≥n−1 in the following Lemma 3.19. One has a commutative diagram
Using this together with Lemma 3.19, we obtain the commutative diagram
.
Using this diagram, we obtain from (42) by pullback the exact sequence which defines L n (recall A n from (25)):
By definition, we obtain a map
. We know that (13)
Proof. By virtue of [12] 10.1.8, it suffices to provide an isomorphism compatible with the respective weight and Hodge filtrations when k = C. From our proof of the Theorem 3.6 (particularly 3.4.2), we know that T Z L n maps to L n . We leave it to the reader to check that the induced map T C L n → L n is an isomorphism compatible with the filtrations. The injectivity of the map T DR (L n ) ֒→ H n DR (U • ) now follows from the fact that T C L n injects into H n (U • ; C) (canonically isomorphic to H n DR (U • ) by the logarithmic Poincaré lemma).
Etale cohomology
In this section, k is any field of characteristic zero. We describe the relation betweeen the ℓ-adic realization of the 1-motive L n of a simplicial pair (X • , Y • ) and the ℓ-adicétale cohomology of U • .
We use r to denote a positive integer and ℓ to denote a positive prime integer. We refer to [12] III, 10.1 for the definitions of T Z/rZ (M ) and T ℓ (M ) for any 1-motive M . We think of T Z/rZ (M ) as a finite Z/rZ-module with a canonical G-action; similarly, we regard T ℓ (M ) as a finitely generated Z ℓ -module with a canonical G-action. For any commutative group scheme A, we put
We denote by A tor the torsion subgroup scheme of A.
One has the Kummer sequence
ofétale sheaves on any scheme V (possibly simplicial). For V proper, the divisibility of the group H 0 et (V ; G m ) gives H 1 et (V ; µ µ r ) ∼ − → r P ic V . Applying this to X ≥n−1 and X m , we obtain G-equivariant isomorphisms
Since the groups π 0 (G ′ n ) and N S Xm correspond to finitely generated Zmodules with G-action, the group schemes π 0 (G ′ n ) tor and (N S Xm ) tor are finite. Therefore, by taking the inverse limit over r = ℓ d of the previous identities, we obtain the isomorphisms (modulo finite groups)
Xn . These are actual isomorphisms for the primes ℓ which do not divide π 0 (G ′ n ) tor and (N S Xm ) tor . In other words, they are isomorphisms for all but finitely many primes ℓ.
From (13), we obtain the exactness of the sequence
which yields part (i) of the
Lemma 4.1. (i) There is a canonical G-equivariant isomorphism (modulo finite groups)
T ℓ ([0 → P n ]) ∼ ← − σ ≥n−1 H n et (X • ; Z ℓ (1
)). (ii) One has an isomorphism
Proof. Part (ii) (compare with Lemma 3.2) follows from the degeneration at E 2 of theétale analog of the spectral sequence 8.1.19.1 of [12] for the sheaf Q ℓ (1) onŪ • : see Introduction of [18] and §6 of [11] ; the degeneration (and the definition of the weight filtration) is a consequence of [14] .
Let Z/rZ denote the constantétale finite group scheme. 
Proposition 4.2. One has canonical G-equivariant isomorphisms:
This proves the first isomorphism.
The sequence (13) for theétale sheaf µ µ r onŪ • yields the exactness of the sequence
Let us write K/W Y n−2 as C. From Proposition 4.2, we deduce
Taking the limit over r = ℓ d , we obtain canonical G-equivariant isomorphisms:
One has an exact sequence of complexes (modulo finite groups)
The last complex is quasi-isomorphic to [0 → M ] and we know that the torsion subgroup of M is finite. This gives the first isomorphism (modulo finite groups) below; a similar argument yields the proof of the second.
From (44) and (45), we obtain the Corollary 4.3. There is a canonical G-equivariant isomorphism (modulo finite groups)
Therefore, we get an isomorphism
We now extend to L n the above relation between the ℓ-adic realization of J n and the ℓ-adic cohomology of U • .
The Gysin sequence and cycle class map inétale cohomology [35] (VI §5 and §6) yield an exact sequence 
. We define T r to be the middle homology of the bottom row. We obtain a map
The morphism of complexes onŪ • :
provides us with an exact sequence (using (13) for n − 1, n − 2 as in 3.5)
We define F r in the following commutative diagram as a fibre product
We set F ℓ to be the inverse limit of F r as r ranges over the powers of the prime ℓ. 
[12] III, 10.3.6, p. 70) Consider any element ξ of F r . It is represented by a pair (L, L) where L (resp. L) is an invertible sheaf on U n−2 (resp.Ū ≥n−1 ). Note
The cocycle condition for ξ is the equality 
We define the map Π by sending ξ to the class of b ξ . On the subgroup of elements with F = 0, the map Π is the map η of (43) . With this description, one easily checks that Π is well-defined and that it is an isomorphism. This proves (i).
Part (ii) follows from the identity after (45). From part (ii), we ob-
Thus we obtain the map Λ. For the injectivity of Λ, we consider an embedding of k ֒→ C (see the proof of Lemma 5.2) and invoke the comparison theorem of Artin-Grothendieck [35] which provides isomorphisms between the singular cohomology H n (V ; Q ℓ ) and theétale cohomology H n et (V ; Q ℓ ) for any (simplicial) scheme V over C. Since the Hodge realization of L n is injective, one invokes [12] 10.1.6 (which compares the Hodge realization and the ℓ-adic realization of a 1-motive) to obtain the proof of (iii).
As for (iv), it follows from the definition of the weight filtration ( [11] , [14] , [13] ) and (ii) of Lemma 4.1.
In this section, k is any field of characteristic zero. Let V be any algebraic scheme over S = Spec k. Given a simplicial pair (
we show that this is a valid definition (i.e. independent of the smooth hypercovering U • ) using the previous results. We check that the association V → L n (V ) ⊗ Q is contravariant functorial. 
(ii) for any prime ℓ, an isomorphism of G-modules
(iii) and an isomorphism [15] 
. We denote by β U the inverse of any of these isomorphisms α * .
Remark 5.1. Given two such smooth hypercoverings of V , one can find another such smooth hypercovering which dominates both. More generally, given any morphism α : V → W between two schemes, one can find such smooth hypercoverings of V and W and a morphism between them which lifts the morphism α; we refer to [12] §6 III for details.
Suppose given two smooth hypercoverings of V . We may assume that they fit into a diagram
Lemma 5.2. The morphism θ * is an isogeny.
Proof. The construction of the 1-motives L n (U • ) and L n ( ′ U • ) relies only on a finite number of schemes and a finite number of associated morphisms between them. Therefore, we may assume that these 1-motives are defined over a finitely generated subfield k ′ of k. The previous lemma justifies the following definitions: 
Again, one has to check that this induced morphism does not depend upon the choices of the auxiliary hypercoverings and for this we refer to (loc. cit). Therefore, L n (−) ⊗ Q and t n ℓ (−) are contravariant functors for arbitrary morphisms of schemes.
Our main results for arbitrary S-schemes are encapsulated in the 
(ii) an injection of vector spaces (over k) 
this yields the following morphisms of Q-mixed Hodge structures
(ii) The morphisms
Proof. The statements in part (a) as well as statement (b) (i) follows from Theorems 3.6, 3.20, 4.4, and Lemma 5.2. We need to prove only (b) (ii). The morphisms correspond to the analogous morphisms in (a) for the realizations of L n (V ) under the isomorphisms H n (V ι ; Q ℓ ) ∼ = H n et (V ; Q ℓ ) (ArtinGrothendieck's comparison theorem [35] ) and H n (V ι ; C) ∼ = H n DR (V ) ⊗ k C (this can also be defined via smooth hypercoverings ([15] 1.1, p. 89) .
Remark 5.6. Let N be the dimension of V . The isogeny 1-motives L n (V )⊗ Q vanish for n > N + 1; this follows from weight considerations ( [13] 7.3). If V is smooth, then L n (V ) ⊗ Q is zero for n > 2.
Positive characteristic
In this section, we take k to be any perfect field of characteristic p; we assume p > 0 since the case of p = 0 has already been treated.
Our methods for characteristic zero do not extend mutatis mutandis to positive characteristic. The existence of smooth hypercoverings for a variety over a perfect field is a recent result of A. J. de Jong [18] . The Tate conjecture for divisors [43] is necessary to show that the isogeny 1-motives L n ⊗ Q of a variety are independent of the smooth hypercovering. In this section, using "neat hypercoverings", we construct isogeny 1-motives J n (V ) ⊗ Q for any variety V (over any perfect field) with many of the requisite properties.
We It is easy to check that our construction of the 1-motives L n (and the isogeny 1-motives J n ⊗ Q) carries over to the perfect field k if we replace the group schemes G ′ n , P ′ n , etc., by their reduced counterparts. One also checks that the proof of Theorem 4.4 carries over (for ℓ = p). In particular, using the ℓ-adic analog of [12] 8.1.19.1 (cf. [18] Introduction, [11] §6), we obtain that the ℓ-adic realizations of J 1 ⊗ Q and L 1 ⊗ Q are the same for any simplicial pair. Therefore, from Theorem 1.1, these isogeny 1-motives are the same.
It is the step from the simplicial pairs to arbitrary schemes over S that needs major modifications.
Let V be an arbitrary scheme over S. At present, one has only a weak "resolution of singularities" [18] over S. As remarked in [18] §1 and [3] §6.3, this is enough to show the existence of a simplicial pair (X • , Y • ) over S with a proper map α : U • → V which makes U • into a smooth hypercovering of V . In particular, one has the Q ℓ -version of the isomorphism (49). Further, the methods of [12] §6 imply the abundance of smooth hypercoverings so that Remark 5.1 is valid over S as well.
Given two smooth hypercoverings U • and ′ U • of V , we may and do assume that the first dominates the second so that there is a map θ : U • → ′ U • compatible with the projection to V . Since our proof of the Theorem 5.2 appealed to the Hodge realization, it is not valid in this context. In fact, the only known way (to us) to prove Theorem 5.2 in positive characteristic is by means of the Tate conjecture (5). In order to avoid relying on (5), we use J n ⊗ Q instead.
Proof. We may assume k to be finitely generated; in this case, we can use Theorem 1.1. We need to show that 50) is an isomorphism. The weight filtration on H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1)) is defined by means of (49), i.e., we have
The isomorphism holds with U • replaced by ′ U • . Thus, the two groups in (50) are isomorphic. (ii) Any two "neat" smooth hypercoverings are dominated by a "neat" smooth hypercovering.
(iii) More generally, given a pair of smooth hypercoverings one of which is "neat", there is a smooth hypercovering (automatically "neat") dominating them.
(iv) Any smooth hypercovering is dominated by a "neat" smooth hypercovering.
The advantage of "neat" hypercoverings is the Lemma 6.7. For any morphism θ between two "neat" smooth hypercoverings U • and ′ U • of V , the induced map θ * :
Proof. We may assume that our field k is finitely generated (Remark 2.10). Theorem 1.1 tells us that it is enough to show that the map
is an isomorphism. We know that this map is always injective (for arbitrary smooth hypercoverings). But if the hypercoverings are "neat", then both terms are actually equal to s n ℓ (V ).
Definition 6.8. We define J n (V )⊗Q to be the isogeny 1-motive J n (U • )⊗Q of any "neat" smooth hypercovering U • of V .
The following theorem is a trivial consequence of the previous definition. Remark 6.10. We remind the reader that s n ℓ (V ) is a subspace (possibly proper) of H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1)). In the terminology of weights [13] , the group s n ℓ (V ) can have weights −2, −1 and 0. The weights that can occur in H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1)) lie between −2 and 2n − 2.
Remark 6.11. (Functoriality) Given any morphism f : Z → V , there is an induced morphism f * : J n (V ) ⊗ Q → J n (Z) ⊗ Q: given f , pick a "neat" smooth hypercovering U • of V . One can find a smooth hypercovering E • of Z and a morphism F : U • → E • lifting f . By lemma 6.6, "neat" smooth hypercoverings of Z are cofinal among smooth hypercoverings of Z. So we may choose E • to be "neat". This yields the functoriality of the isogeny 1-motives. Similarly, one deduces a morphism f * : s n ℓ (V ) → s n ℓ (Z).
Remark 6.12. It is unclear (to us) how to extend these results to imperfect fields. Grothendieck has expressed doubts about the utility of 1-motives imperfect fields (see the appendix of [28] ).
Applications and related results
We turn to related work and some arithmetical applications.
7.1. Related work. For any curve C, Deligne [12] §10.3 constructed a 1-motive H 1 m (C)(1) (isogenous to our J 1 (C)⊗Q) and used it to prove Theorem 3.6 for the H 1 of a curve over C.
The isogeny 1-motive L 2 (V ) ⊗ Q of a projective complex surface V was already obtained by Carlson in [6] . Carlson mentions in [7] that he has constructed other 1-motives for a special class of varieties (over C) but these results remain unpublished (as far as we know). The 1-motive L 1 (X • , Y • ) is the Picard 1-motive P ic + of [2] and M 1 of [37] . We now turn to the applications. Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.6 since the dimension of the left hand side is the rank of B n (C) of the isogeny 1-motive L n (V ) ⊗ Q. Let us now assume that k is finitely generated. Let V be a variety over k. Fix an integer n. Consider the Galois representations M ℓ := H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1)) (these have a weight filtration W by Galois submodules [13] §13). For each prime ℓ, the Galois module h ℓ (V ) := W −1 M ℓ defines an element ζ ℓ ∈ Ext 1 G (Gr W −1 M ℓ , Gr W −2 M ℓ ). For each ι : k ֒→ C, we have the mixed Hodge structure M ι := H n (V ι ; Q(1)). The mixed Hodge substructure h ι (V ) := W −1 M ι (V ) defines an element ζ ι ∈ Ext 1 M HS (Gr W −1 M ι , Gr W −2 M ι ). The isogeny 1-motive W −1 L n ⊗ Q can be viewed as extension ζ of two isogeny 1-motives given by the exact sequence:
The element ζ ∈ Ext 1 (R, T ) ⊗ Q is zero if and only ifP n is isogenous to the direct product R × Q. ) and Coker(g * ℓ ) have Q-coefficients which are independent of the prime ℓ.
Proof. Let us fix a representative [I → P] for the isogeny 1-motive J n (V )⊗ Q; let T be the maximal torus of P and A be the maximal abelian variety quotient of P. It follows from Theorem 4.4 that b −2,ℓ,n (V ) (resp. b −1,ℓ,n (V )) are the dimensions of T (resp. A). This proves (i) and (ii). (iii) also follows from Theorem 4.4 since we know that I(S) ⊗ Z Q ℓ injects into H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1))/W −1 H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1)). The endomorphism algebra End(J n (V ) ⊗ Q) is a finite dimensional Qalgebra. By functoriality of J n (−) ⊗ Q, the morphism f induces an element f * ∈ End(J n (V ) ⊗ Q). The characteristic polynomial of f * is a polynomial with Q-coefficients. Since s n ℓ (V ) is the ℓ-adic realization of J n (V ) ⊗ Q, by functoriality, the map f * ℓ on s n ℓ (V ) has the same characteristic polynomial. This proves (iv). The same argument proves (v): the Frobenius morphism F V of V and the geometric Frobenius Φ −1 induce the same endomorphism on H * (V ; Q ℓ (1)) (see [14] I 1.15).
The map g : V → W induces a map g * : J n (W ) ⊗ Q → J n (V ) ⊗ Q. Since the category of isogeny 1-motives is abelian, we have the isogeny 1-motives Ker(g * ) and Coker(g * ). Their ℓ-adic realizations are the Galois modules Ker(g * ℓ ) and Coker(g * ℓ ). Apply the argument in the previous paragraph to End(Ker(g * )) and End(Coker(g * )). This proves (vi). The same question for the systems W i H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1)) clearly refines the above one. For smooth proper V , Deligne's theorem (= Weil Conjectures) [14] provides an affirmative answer (see [42] Exemple after 12.5? on page 393). As noted in [13] Théorème 14, for any imbedding ι : k ֒→ C, the weight filtrations on H n (V ι ; Q(1)) and H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1)) are compatible. But this does not imply the "rationality" of the system W i H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1)) in general. However, the combination of (loc. cit) and Theorem 7.5 (v) yields Theorem 7.6. The system of Galois representations W j H n et (V ; Q ℓ (1)) is "rational" for j = −2, −1 as is the system t n ℓ (V ).
